A Practical Guide to Planning an
Academic or Research Career
An ebook explaining typical routes, funding sources and
how to gain experience
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Introduction
If you are enjoying doing independent research during your
undergraduate career, you might be considering staying on at
university to do a Masters and then a PhD. But there are lots of
decisions to make. Are you personally and financially prepared to
commit to postgraduate study? This ebook will help you to decide
whether doing a Masters and then a PhD followed by an academic
career is for you. It is an incredibly fulfilling career path, but also
a highly competitive one that requires years of dedication. You
will learn about the routes you must take to become a lecturer or
a researcher, as well as alternative career opportunities outside
academia for those trained to postgraduate level.
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Postgraduate study: how is it different from your degree?
Time taken
Undergraduate: usually three years.
Postgraduate: usually one year full time or two years part time.
What does this difference mean for the potential student? Obviously you don’t
have to commit as much time to a postgraduate course. If doing the course
means you have to take time off work, or study alongside working, then you
only lose a few months rather than a few years. However, there are some other
timing factors to be considered.
Because a postgraduate course is much shorter, you do not have the same luxury
of time to settle in that you do in undergraduate degrees. A postgraduate course
demands that you immediately focus on your work, and start working at an intense
level straightaway, whereas in a degree that lasts three years, there is some leeway
for lecturers to offer introductory sessions at the start of the year or term.

This ebook will cover:
• Postgraduate study: how is it different from your degree?

		

Teacher supervision

• 5 steps to an academic career

Undergraduate: close guidance.

• Funding sources

Postgraduate: independent study.

• How to gain industry experience while studying for a higher degree

Although not all postgraduate degrees leave you completely alone
without classroom time, the ethos of teaching is different at postgraduate
level. As the student you are supposed to drive your own learning, which
means being more self-motivated and independent of your teacher.

• What you need to know about your PhD before you start
• How jobs.ac.uk can help you.
Also included are a couple of simple 5-minute activities to help you consider your
options and an action plan template to help you plan your academic career.

Of course if you need guidance you will have lecturers and supervisors
who are more than happy to help, but the intended learning experience
is very different at postgraduate level. You are supposed to come up
with your own ideas and theories rather than just learning about other
people’s findings. You will be encouraged to do research around the
topic you are interested in, but will not always be given set tasks to
complete within a time frame.
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Fees
Undergraduate: c.£9,000 per annum for a UK student.
Postgraduate: depends on the course and the university,
averaging at approximately £6,000 per year for a full time
taught course. Fees for overseas students are often significantly
higher. Each UK University has their own fees structure, so it is
always best to check with individual institutions.

Personal experience
Undergraduate: for many, it’s party time!

The funding situation for postgraduate courses is different too.
Many postgraduates get outside funding to cover fees and
possibly expenses, either from an employer or from a public
funding body or charity relevant to their field or from their
university itself. Others choose to fund themselves and perhaps
study part time in order to hold down a job to pay those fees.

Postgraduate: dedicated work, perhaps some
feelings of isolation.
It is easy to fall into the trap of thinking that
undergraduates do no work and come to
university to have three years’ worth of socialising!
Of course this is definitely not true and most
undergraduates do work really hard. But it would
be fair to say that social activities and hobbies are
a big focus in an undergraduate’s life.
This is not so true for postgraduates. They are
less likely to live in university accommodation
and more likely to live at home with families
or pre-existing groups of friends. The fact that
their degree is shorter and the work is more
challenging (not to mention postgraduates being
a few years older) means that hopefully their
minds are more focussed on work.

e-learning

In fact, sometimes postgraduates can become
a little isolated. Universities and students’ unions
provide fewer facilities for postgraduates to meet
each other. And the very nature of the study means
that students are often working alone. So, the
risk of loneliness is high if you are living outside
the university, especially so if you are doing a
distance-learning course of the type discussed in
this e-learning article. However, if you are dedicated
to your course and take every opportunity that your
university offers to engage with other students in
the postgraduate community you should be able
to combat these feelings of isolation.

This is something to consider when thinking about
postgraduate work, especially if you have recently finished
your undergraduate study and have debts already. However,
in today’s working climate, many people are deciding that the
financial cost of another year’s study is worth the pay-off you
will get in enhanced employability.
Author: Catherine Armstrong

Activity 1:

Are you ready for postgraduate study?

Answer the four questions below to test your readiness.
1. Are you on track for at least a 2.1?				
2. Do you enjoy independent study away from the classroom?
3. Do you prefer to work alone on a project (or with a very small team?)
4. Are you happy to stay at university while your friends leave and
acquire graduate jobs?
If you answered ‘yes’ to all or most of the questions above
then you are ready to think about postgraduate study.
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5 steps to an academic career

After completing a Masters, in order to go on to an academic career, most
people will undertake a PhD, also known as a doctorate. A PhD takes three
years full time or five to seven years part time. It is a piece of independent
research undertaken alone with close supervision by an established
academic in the field. You will not attend formal classes while doing a PhD,
but instead will have one to one meetings with your supervisor. Some PhD
students also undertake paid teaching within their department, leading
seminars, marking essays and occasionally giving lectures. If you would like
to pursue an academic career, this teaching experience is as important as
completing your PhD qualification.
Follow our five easy steps and you should be well on the way to finding
yourself on the right course in the right university.

3a

Choose the right masters

If you’re not already on a master’s course, it’s worth looking around and
choosing a master’s which is most likely to lead you onto a PhD in the
subject area you are most interested in. When researching master’s courses,
have a look at the areas of specialism offered by the department – are
there academics there working on projects in areas of interest to you?
What are the current PhD students researching? Does the university offer
many studentships annually? How highly is the quality of the research at
the university in your subject area rated by the latest Research Exercise
Framework (REF)? All of these factors will determine the suitability and
quality of courses on offer.

3b

Choose the right department/academic

Once you are on your master’s course, you may then begin to get an
idea of the area you would like to pursue further research in. Once this is
established you can then start to look for suitable departments to apply to.
If you have chosen your master’s degree with a view to moving on to PhD
study at the same university, this step will be easy. However, if you decide
to look elsewhere, you will need to make sure that your subject area of
interest is covered by someone in that particular department. University
department websites normally have information on staff, their research
interests and published work.

3c
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Research any available studentships

Studentships are funded so it’s worth looking to see if there are any that
are suited to your line of study. Studentships are normally advertised
on university department websites as and when they come up, so it’s
important to keep a constant eye out for them on the jobs.ac.uk website

3d

Get your application right

Once you have a clear idea of what you want to research you will either need
to put together a research proposal or, in the case of applying for an advertised
studentship, you will need to show in your application a clear understanding of
the research to be undertaken and your suitability to undertake it. Applicants
usually contact the department and/or academic as a first port of call to discuss
this before taking their application further. Certain qualifications, such as an
upper second class degree and IELTS score of 6.5 or more for speakers of English
as a second language, may a minimum requirement.

3e

Look for funding

If you have applied for a studentship you will probably already have funding in
place; however, if your course is only part funded or not funded at all, you will
either have to be self-funding or apply to a sponsor or charitable organisation.
If you want to do a PhD then it really is worth making sure you have investigated
all of the possible funding sources – there are probably more than you think.

Activity 2:

Mapping your long term goals

You are currently an undergraduate. Fill in the questionnaire below
to map your academic future.
In one year’s time I will be: (E.g. completing a Masters)
In four years’ time I will be: (E.g. completing a PhD or having gained some teaching
or workplace experience

In ten years’ time I will be: (E.g. working in academia as a lecturer or researcher)
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Funding a PhD

Funding bodies support PhD students in different ways; some will pay course
fees only; some will include a stipend (maintenance costs) or travel expenses
while others will simply be a one-off award to ease the financial burden
of further study. Similarly, each funding body will have its own criteria for
eligibility. At PhD level, full funding will tend to be awarded on academic
merit but there are also some that take into account financial background
and other criteria such as gender (in the case of the British Federation of
Women Graduates). Here is a list of all of the main sources of funding for
UK based PhD students.

Research councils
The seven Research Councils currently fund around 19,000
doctoral students in the UK. However, funding is made
available through the participating universities rather than
the research councils themselves. Eligibility criteria and award
amounts are standardised, and you will find many other
funded PhDs referring to research council rates when defining
their own. Research council studentships include fees and
a minimum stipend of £13,863 per annum (2013/14 rates)
which is paid tax-free (apparently this level matches the
tax-free equivalent average graduate starting salary).
Research Councils UK
Arts and Humanities Research Council
Economic and Social Research Council
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council
Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council
Science and Technology Facilities Council
Medical Research Council
Natural Environment Research Council
See jobs and PhD opportunities funded by the Research Councils
on jobs.ac.uk.
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Academic institutions
Universities, colleges and research institutes also fund their own studentships, and
these will often be listed on the institution’s own website alongside its research
council-funded studentships. Some will offer fees only, while others may offer a stipend
as well. Amounts vary, although many use the Research Council rates as a benchmark.

		Commercial and charitable organisations
A number of non-academic organisations help fund research at PhD level in collaboration
with the university hosting the study. CASE (Cooperative Awards in Science and
Engineering) studentships are four-year PhDs
part-funded by a non-academic ‘co-operating body’ such as a UK industrial firm, public
sector organisation or charity. Students spend at least nine months of the PhD working
in-situ at the co-operating body, which in turn, makes a financial contribution to both
the student and the project. Students stand a good chance of a chance of a job at the
end and will have gained valuable hands-on work experience. There are also CASE-Plus
studentships where students spend a further year working full-time on the premises of
the co-operating body as an employee following the PhD.
A number of charitable organisations, foundations and trusts can help fund PhD’s.
These include:
The Wellcome Trust
Cancer Research UK
The British Academy
The British Federation of Women Graduates
The Institution of Civil Engineers

Institution of Engineering & Technology
Institution of Mechanical Engineers
Royal Geographical Society
Carnegie Trust for the Universities of Scotland
Leverhulme Trust
Action Medical Research

However, there may be smaller charities relevant to your area of study that offers funding, such
as The Grundy Educational Trust, which supports science students under 30 years of age.

Self funding
Lastly, if you really can’t get funding from the above sources, you may
be able to fund your own way through a PhD. Professional and Career
development loans are available or another other option is to study
part time whilst working.
Author: Sara McDonnell
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How to gain industry experience
while studying for a higher degree
Immersing yourself in academic life during your postgraduate career
is important, but it is also vital to consider your employability in a
wider sense

		Studentship internships
Postgraduates have a number of pathways available to them when
it comes to continuing their study, but a key consideration is often:
should I stay in academia or start using my expertise in industry,
commerce or in a not-for-profit organisation (delete where applicable)?
While academia is still the popular option (according to Research
Councils UK, 43 per cent of its funded PhD students go into research
roles across all sectors, while 26 per cent move into industry and
commerce) there are a number of initiatives that now make the
choice between academia and industry much less stark, and
provide valuable opportunities for students to bridge that gap.

		CASE studentships
Collaborative Awards in Science and Engineering, or CASE,
studentships, work slightly differently to studentships funded solely
by a university or Research Council. As the title suggests, it is a
collaboration between a UK research council and a non-academic
organisation in either industry, government or the not-for-profit
sector. Funding for doctoral study comes from both parties, and the
researcher has the opportunity to work in situ for the non-academic
partner, thus giving valuable insight and experience in the world of
work as well as the potential to practically apply their research.
CASE studentships are not just offered in scientific research. The
AHRC (Arts and Humanities Research Council), for example, offers
CASE awards (also known as Collaborative Doctoral Awards, or CDAs),
providing opportunities for doctoral students to work in collaboration
with institutions such as museums and other arts-based organisations.
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Knowledge exchange initiatives

The transferral of academic discovery and innovation into industry
practice is very much being championed by research councils and each
has its own schemes and initiatives to promote knowledge exchange and
help forge a career pathway for graduates and early-career researchers in
industry. For example, an ESRC-funded scheme links together universities
in the West Midlands with local businesses for mutually beneficial
purposes. The EREBUS (Engaging Research for Business Transformation)
initiative provides a number of opportunities for postgraduates to
engage with local industry including CASE studentships and short-term
work placements for doctoral students. It is one of a number of ‘capacity
building clusters’ that the ESRC supports in bringing academic research
into business. There are similar schemes operating across all of the
research councils – check the relevant website for details.

		

Knowledge transfer partnerships

The Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) scheme began in 1975 and
brings together students, universities and organisations for research
projects that benefit all of the parties involved. Graduates, who become
KTP ‘associates’, undertake a project to benefit the participating
organisation in some way, such as improving a product or process,
develop a marketing strategy or research new markets. The associate is
supported by the higher education institution (aka the ‘knowledge base’).
In 60% of cases, associates are offered and accept a post in the host
company on completion of a KTP project. The ‘knowledge base’ also
benefits in the form of published research – therefore representing a
win-win situation all round.
There are more than 1,100 associate projects running at any one time in
the UK and hundreds of case studies of successful KTP projects, as well
as opportunities to get involved in new projects, can be viewed on
jobs.ac.uk and at www.ktponline.org.uk
For some inspiring stories of researchers who are impacting society
in all kinds of ways, take a look at Research Councils UK’s publication
‘Impacts, People and Skills’.
Author: Sara McDonnell
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What you need to know about
your PhD before you start

We asked two academics to give their advice for anyone who is considering
embarking upon a doctorate.

Professor Martin Shepperd is Professor in Software Technologies
and Modelling at Brunel University.

Dr Petra Cameron is Lecturer in Physical Chemistry at the University
of Bath.

“I agree that finding a good supervisor is crucial. Ideally you need
someone with a good track-record of completions; someone who is
experienced as a supervisor. Students need the supervisor’s help when
knowing whether they’ve done enough work towards their doctorate.
As a student it’s easy to become too immersed in your work and lose
perspective. You need to supervisor to tell you “It’s good enough”. Most
students are driven and want to give of their best, but spending too
long on the work can be counter-productive. Perfectionism can be an
asset at times, but it can also be debilitating.

“After graduating I didn’t really know what I wanted to do,
but I could see that all of the jobs I was most interested in
required a PhD. Once I got started I really loved the work
but doing a PhD is not the easy option.
“PhD students need to be resilient as you have to work
on a completely original research project that no-one has
done before. During the course of your PhD the research
outcome is open-ended. Ultimately, in the worse-case
scenario your work could be a failure. It is the supervisor’s
job to ensure that the project doesn’t fail by checking
progress and suggesting new experiments. You also
have to be flexible and willing to take risks. It may be
that the research won’t fail, but in fact it could have very
interesting outcomes.
“Finding a good supervisor is vital, someone who will help
steer you towards your own research ideas and goals.
Within areas that include laboratory work it is important
to find a supervisor with good skills and techniques in this
area, and a good track record of research, who encourages
you to develop these skills for yourself.”

“It can also be a good idea to do something other than academic study
before you start your doctorate. Working for a while is very beneficial,
and it gets you off the academic treadmill. You’ll also find out whether
or not you really do want to do your doctorate after all. The decision
to return to study will then be a conscious choice rather than a default
option, and all this will help to sustain you in the darker phases of your
doctorate, of which there will be some.
“Working towards a doctorate is a solitary process – you may feel tempted
at times towards self-doubt. At times like this a sense of detachment is
important, along with the ability to maintain alternative perspectives.
“It is also really important to be open-minded from the beginning and
read as widely as you can. You will become more focussed as your
doctorate progresses. Whatever your area of research, the problem
and questions you are asking are almost certainly much bigger than
you originally thought. You don’t really need to have defined this
problem before you start – this can be addressed as you progress in
your doctorate. What’s really important is that you are asking the right
questions. Doing a doctorate is really like an apprenticeship in research.
Your doctorate may be a replication of something someone else has
done before, or may indeed confirm what others have discovered.
“You may hope to undercover something totally new
and amazing. Unfortunately this is highly unlikely and
winning a Nobel Prize is more the stuff of movies than
real life. But even so you can have the time of your life
doing something challenging, stimulating and creative.”
Author: Sarah Marten
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Summary
So, what are the key pieces of advice to take away from this ebook?
1. Postgraduate life is very different to that at undergraduate level
2. Starting a Masters or a Doctorate is a big decision. Consider it carefully
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3. Postgraduate degrees are funded in a different way and funding
awards are very competitive

Dr Catherine Armstrong is Lecturer in Modern
History at the University of Loughborough. She
has previously held positions at the University of
Warwick, Oxford Brookes University and for six years
was based in the Department of History, Politics and
Philosophy at Manchester Metropolitan University.
Her second monograph ‘Landscape and Identity
in North America’s Southern Colonies 1660-1745’
was published by Ashgate in 2013. She has also
co-authored a textbook with Laura Chmielewski
entitled ‘Atlantic Experience: Peoples, Places, Ideas’
(Palgrave Macmillan, 2013) and has published
widely on early modern book history.

4. Work placements are available
5. P
 ostgraduate work is hugely rewarding and well worth the commitment.
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About the editor & co-author

What jobs.ac.uk can do for you

There are two aspects of the process of beginning postgraduate
study that jobs.ac.uk can assist with.
First, universities worldwide advertise their studentship positions on
jobs.ac.uk. This makes it a one-stop shop for anyone looking to begin
postgrad study. If you would like to search for studentships in your
field, please follow these links:
Masters
PhD studentships
You can narrow your search by discipline, region or employer type.
Finding your dream degree could not be easier!
Second, jobs.ac.uk offers a wealth of Careers Advice about the
process of undertaking postgraduate study. Later on, if you decide
to develop an academic career, our articles and blogs written by
experienced academics and careers advisors will guide you through
the process. We also include job profiles describing what life working
in these positions is like, and country profiles that will help you
decide whether you’d like to look for work overseas.
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Your career development action plan
So if you have read this ebook and are convinced an
academic or research career is for you, you now need
a plan. Turn the page to fill out our 3-page Academic/
Research Career Development Action Plan. You can fill this
in and save it on your computer to edit along the way, or
print it out and stick it to your wall to motivate you.
16
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Academic/Research Career Development Action Plan

You may find these articles a useful start:
Which Masters Degree - MRes or MA/MSc?
Managing your upgrade interview: Mphil to PhD
Your PhD - Before You Begin
Top Ten Tips for doing your PhD
I have got my PhD, where do I go from here?
New PhDs: Going Overseas in Search of an Academic Career

My research interest is…

My target career is….

How will I achieve this?

The universities/organisations I’m interested in working in are…

What action can I complete today?
(e.g. research organisations, speak to my department, speak to my Careers Advisor)
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Academic/Research Career Development Action Plan
My research interest is…

My target career is….

How will I achieve this?

The universities/organisations I’m interested in working in are…

What action can I complete today?
(e.g. research organisations, speak to my department, speak to my Careers Advisor)
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Academic/Research Career Development Action Plan
What am I looking for in a postgraduate course?
(e.g. location, connections, department reputation/ranking, with a leading academic, my current university)

What action can I complete today?
(e.g. research departments, look at courses on jobs.ac.uk)

What funding sources are open to me?

What action can I complete today?
(e.g. if you don’t know – find out! Look at the links to the Research Councils in this ebook as a starting place)
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Academic/Research Career Development Action Plan
How will I gain work experience while studying?

What networks can I join?

What professional organisations can I join?

Who could supervise my postgraduate dissertation?
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From teaching and research to managerial and
administration, instantly search 1000s of great
jobs worldwide!
Fantastic UK & international employers –
universities, research institutes, colleges,
charities and commercial organisations
Get the latest jobs sent directly to you
Upload your CV and let employers find you
Explore careers advice articles for CV help,
interview tips & more
Download our app to search for jobs on the go

Start your job search today at: www.jobs.ac.uk

Follow us on:

Download our mobile app:

